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McAdams 1 ~onored RY Omega:Psi Phi ·

Omega
PsiitsPhi
ft~twnity
,re•
cently
held.
annual
Achieve~
ment Week and named Jim MeAdams the outstanding UNM stu-.
dent.
. ,,The _fratern~ty is c;up-ently
' !!Onductmg an essay contest in
the Albuquerque Public Schools
with_ the prize being a $500 scholarship .'
·

' groReginald
Allyene, the
first·New.
Neto be admitted
to the
Mexico Bar, spoke at the Achievement Week banquet on "Wanted:
Solutions to the Problem of Amer-

M~ICO

···WAC Basketball: :··~

,Ja~'lfi Sah~Jz C~fl~f.tidn

By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service

When Dr. James Goddard, chief
of the Food and Drug Adminili!tration, suggested that laws concernWASHINGTON (CPS) -The ing marijuana use might be too
two men in government who haY!! severe, some of the &Uhcommittee
the most to say about what tllll . members took him to task as
government's policy on marijuapl'o, though he were a pot-pushilr himo~gh~ to be ha_ve offered sharply] self.
differmg test1mony before l'i
.Goddard told members of the
House subcommittee about wlilit: subcommittee, ''I don't think we
should be done to pot-users.
11hould make criminals out of 'the
'Members of a House subcom: . i'ndividuals who abuse" the drug.
mi.ttee on government operation~;~,
Giordano, testifying the followhearing the testimony, showed a ing day, strongly disagreed. He
distinct prefer!lnce for Narcotics conceded that existing penalties
Burea1,1 Commiss.ioner Henry Gior- for possession of marijuana are
dano's view that pot-users are cri- severe, but he said they should reminals and should be subject to main so even if it means making
long jail terms and stiff fines.
a criminal out of a pot-user. The

R.ar"e R'e'' n' a·· s's' anee' Wo' r'ks
I= t d • A
. , ·t: MUse· um ,, .
I

I ;

(Continued from page 7)
6·1 Bob Fullerton from Plains
Juco, to takl) up the slack. The
ljQ~o):l w~ttt 1tp the ~I'l' ~ast ye~r,
ica's.Urban,S.o,cjety.''An~tto:rney' .
b~t·baVe'ldst All-American Mel
for the National Labor Relations
, , . ··· ·
..
. . . . J : . · ·.
.:~ f
th . .01J.ni!!lS a~d Bt(n }fonJll)e, both ~liBoard, he is ,also the legal >COUll- \ • :I'he, Cpmm.Ittel! .to .• Rescue ~~al- l .tr.lbUtJons, a~d p.roc(\e"s ~n~ . e.. ' ·.wac ch~;~ices.. B~t. :~.mong .the
sel.for the Albuquerque NAACP Jan Art,:in an. effort to overl!o~e :;;ale of t~e llluat~tf!dlexhJbJtiOn• follf returning :lette'rinen appear
and a legal cpunselor.
. ·1 , the da~age ca~sed by l~11t year 8 catalog. ~111 go to the CRI_A. · · · : to·~e 6·2 guard Ron Nelson (8,2),
floods m ,Italy, IS presentmg a colDrawmgs on the cpllect10JI. rep-· ' 6 8, · riter'Ro~, S.allford (6 6)
lectio~ 9Hare J~~~~~~n ;Rep11iss~nce·; ;r~~ent the yenetiap: a_nd Tu~an!; ~J ~~~~li' ~~r 8 . yic,tpcy rec~~~
draw'n's 1 from, !Dtjc.. 8, ,through. 1 ~>chQQls, artists oi' wh1ch wotked I ' 1 ·t
.s
b st · th
•I
Jan. :7lzl the UNM Artf~lusf!Um. , in ~he areas most heavily dam~ ·at> fJyear w~{rige wi~l g~~ h'e
.... RT THE....TRE
.,
''
Si~ty;one drawi.ngs f),'om the aged by flooding.
con ~e~Cil,
.
!II
210S CENTRAl- S.E, )!47·'1414•--....
Janos Scltolz cpllection will go on
The Scholz collection is probab- 100th VIctory ':1-t New Mexico this
view at j1 free public shoWing ly the fiinest private collection of yell!.'· He now has 98.
·
from 8 .to ·11 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 3. Italian Renaissance drawings toARIZ~NA -.Returns ?5 per
After opening night there will be day, says Robert 0. Parks, UNM cent of 1ts scormg! best m the
a 50-cents admission charge, ex- Museum director.
con~erence, The Wildcats return
cept to the Friends of Art, UNM
A series of special events will th1:nr top four scorers and seven
&taff members, faculty, and stu- be coordinated with the exhibition lettermen, have two ~xcellent
dents, and supervised groups of by the College of Fine Arts. Open- soph~m~res and have p1cked up
school children, all of whom will ing night will be highlighted with two JUmor. college transfers. 'l'op
be admitted free.
a concert of Italian Medieval and returnee IS 6-7 center-forward
Admission
fees,
additional
conRenaissance music to be p1·esented Bi!l Davis (15.3), the league's
IN
by the UNM music department.
th1rd best scorer and rebounder
The museum is open Tuesday last year. He's backed by 6-2
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 guards Bradley Greene (1().5) and
p.m. Sunday's hours are noon to Mike :Webster (9.7), plus forward
5 p.m.
6-5 Dick Root (9.3). Sophomores
Stan Jackson, a 6-4 forward who
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad,, 65f-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
averaged
24.9 points with the
must be subm1tted by noon on day before
With
freshmen,
and Mickey Foster, a
Budget
Rules
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tiona BuildlnE", or telephone 277-4002 or
6-5
guard
who pumped in 19
277-4102••
points per frosh contest, probably
FOR SALE
will start. Coach Bruce Larson
Plus
STUDENTS looking for a ear from $100.
also
looks for help from junior
to $2000. any make. For the lowest
college transfers John Harbour, a
"YOU CAN'T CHEAT
prices in town call Lanny Corter, 298·
1984 after 8 :80 p.m.
6-5 forward-center, and Roland
8 BLOCKS UNM. 8 bedrooms, 2 baths
Seven
campus
organizations
AN HONEST MAN"
Stamps, a 6-0 guard, both from
beamed ceilings, fireplace, paneled study;
will
be
subpoenaed
to
appear
beCochise Juco.
R'lll'!lgc. $18,750. Phone 256·2506. 11/
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
17-27.
fore the Senate Finance Commit.
ARIZONA STATE- Returns
'SERVICES
tee for failure to comply with a
61
per cent of its scoring power,
law requiring that all groups subTYPEWRITER Sales & Services all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad
including three of its top four
sidized
by
the
Associated
StuFree pickup and delivery. Open until 8
dents submit a line-item budget to scorers. A standout frosh crop
P.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
the
committee by the fifteenth will contribute two or three
243-0588.
starters, according to Coach Ned
of each month.
PERSONALS
Wulk. Leading returnees are 6-1
Finance
Committee
Chairman
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA·
Coleman Travlestead named the guard Roger Detter (11.3), 6-1
DELIO POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you dolt't want
Committee on the University, the guard Frank Bailey (8.9), and
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
New Mexico Association fo:r Col- 6-11 center Bob Edwards (8.1).
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
lege Student Governments, In- Three other lettermen are availHELP WANTED
ternational Club, National-Inter- able. Top sophomores are 6-2
national Affairs Committee, Pop- guard Seabem Hill (20.9 ppg. as
PART TIME employee for 20 hr. per
week job. UNM student, mUllt be at
ular Entertainment Committee, a freshman), 5-11 guard Jay Arleast a Junior physics or math major
and the Debate Club as the or- note (15.6) and 6-6 forward Gerand. have computer programming experJence. Call Quantum Sys~ lnc
ganizations to be subpoenaed aJd Schreur (13.4 ppg, and 12.3
268-0733. 11/22-27.
•
•
rebounds). Larry Parks, a 6-7 for. next week.
FOR RENT
ward
center from Parks Junior
"These organizations have· not College,
ROOMS for rent, $30 per .month. Close
will help. The Sun Devils
complied in any written communto campUll. Males only. 424 Sycamore
cannot
be
taken lightly in 196'1NE. Phone 842-1824. Call or see after
ication with the Finance Commit. 68.
4 p.m. 11/22-30,
tee. They will be subpoenaed to
LOST
explain why they have not subDI_AMOND white gold engagement ring,
mitted the required budgets to
m or around the LanguaE"e Lab. Reward. Please call 255-7485. ll/22-30.
us," Travelstead said.

ea· urre tn.
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Don.· Pancho's
.,

Narcotics Chief,. FDA Head Differ on Pc;>t Policy .

WedneSda)'i November 22, 198'1

LOBO

STARTS FRIDAY II

W. C. ·FIELDS

.. MY LITTLE
MAE WEST

,.

MEXICO
Vol. 71

U~ Colleg~ 1 :;1s

7 Campus Groups
Will be Charged

•.

•'

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drin.k.

•

•

Did y:ou like
beer the first time
you tasted it?

I .

,

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

'Extra-Terrestrial Origin'

fo:r graduate, women students is
open to UNM applicants. Minimum requirement for the award
is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent. The fellowship is in
the amount of $2000 for one year
of graduate study. The competition is open to both American and
foreign women students.
The award must be used in a
graduate school of an accredited
college nr university in the great·
er L<is Angeles metropolitan area.

...best reason in the world to drink beer

ply to· pot-users,. he indicated
"they should be like those now
applied to LSD.'' Giordano said
applying the LSD penalty to mariju!J,na "would increase the. prob!em tenfold."
During his testimony Goddard
denied reports that he had said
he wouldn't obj~et to his daughter's smoking marijuana anymore
than he would
her drinking a
cocktail. He said United Press International misquoted · him.
''[ did not say that I would not
oJ:iject to my daughter's smoking
marijuana. I did not, and I do ·not,
condone the use of marijuana. I
did not, and I do not, advocate
the abolition of .controls ov~
marijuana. I did m:~t, and I do not,
propose 'legalizing' the drug," he
insisted.
Giordano agreed that Goddard's
remarks were unwise. "We canalmost trace the rise in the use of
marijuana from the time the public started receiving reports that
marijuana is no more dangerous
than alcohol," he said. "There is
no question that permissive attitudes have brought about an increase in the marijuana problems,"
Marijuana is causing concern
today, Giordano suggested, because "it is moving .into the suburbs, and into th41 middle and
upper strata of our society.'' He
added that· 1 '~;~ur .investigations
have shown that the pJ:Oblem is ..
developing around.: the 1{arious'
colleges of the United States and
in this respect we ' are dealing
with a different kind of user.'' On
college campus!ls, '~it is usually the
beatnik ty.pe, .the, hippie .tyPe, or
the dropout:;ty~e ,who is involved,"
he explained, ~
· ,
Giordano II ~rid that of 60,696
drug addicts 1 :in' 'soci.et¥, today,
about 90 per:cent startell on drugs
by smoking ~pt. "It's a steppingstone. But this does not mean
everybody who smokes a marijuana cigarette will go to heroin."
Both Goddal'd and Giordano
said the use of pot should be controlled, but the FDA commissioner recommended cutting off the
supply as the primary means of
control. Giordanq said tll!,l-t .in addition to cutting off tlle supply;.,. •
the threat of a criminal penalty
for possession should be retained
as a deterrentcto the use of pot.
The Bureau ·of Narcotics handles the enforcement of marijuana
laws, while the FDA's Bureau of
Drug Abuse Control enforces
laws against LSD and other hallucinogens, amphetamines, and
barbiturates.

to

UFO Authority McDonald Shakespeare Film
Will Speak l-lere Tuesday Nov. 29-Dec.1
Dr. James E. McDonald, national authority on unidentified
flying objects, will speak at the
Newman Forum in the Concert
Hall at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 28.
Dr. McDonald, a professor in
the department of meteorology
at the University of Arizona and
the senior physicist for the Insti-

Matthay Award
The Mayme v. .Matthay Award

Budweiser.

•

,,

l

A lot of people say no. They say
beer is Beechwood Aged; it's
beer is one of those good thlngs
a. costly way to brew beer and
you cultivate a taste for ••• like
It takes more time. But it
olives, or scotch, or
----works.)
kumquats.
So whether you're
Maybe. But we
one of the few who
think it makes a difhas never tried beer,
ference whick brand of
or a beer drinker who
beer we're talking
suddenly feels the
about.
urge to :find out why
We think Budweiser ·
so many people enjoy
is an exception to this "you've
Budweiser, we think you'll
gotta get used to it" rule. It's
like it.
so· smooth. (You see, no other
From the very :first taste.

The University College coun- students doing less than C-grade
seling service at UNM is trying work.
to save students with poor grades
Students respond voluntarily to
who want to help themselves,
the service. At first, about 50 per
~illiam H. Huber, director of cent o:( such students responded,
the University College and Coun- but lately, 85 to 90 per cent of the
seling Center, says one of the big · .students invited to come for help
problems of students enrolling ..~ave responded, Huber noted.
for the fi~·st time is academic ad- " . "The method," he said, "is revisement.
vealing poor original advisement
So a new plan, now under trial, early enough to make corrections
said Huber, is the assignment of in programs which are poorly
four part-time faculty members suited to the student's ability and
to the counseling service. These needs. The special advising staff
advisors schedule interviews with can rectify poor advisement if the
student comes early enough.''
Advisement in the past posed
many problems, said Huber. AdFor Foreign Work
visors were often poorly selected
and had poor access to student
test scores. Although under the
old system each college supplied
advisors from their departments,
the student often ended up with a
different advisor each semester.
WASHINGTON - The Peace
The goal is to get a stable group
Corps announced Monday that it of faculty advisors, Huber added.
will take an "active role" in ob· This group would be trained on
taining draft deferments from the high school transcripts, test
seores, and interview techniques •
Presidential Appeals Board for They would try to tailor academic
volunteers serving two years of programs to individual students.
He also pointed out that high
overseas service.
Peace Corps Director Jack school counselors should become
Vaughn said, "The problem of in- more familiar with UNM. Prob·
duction notices to overseas vol- ability of success could be better
unteers is becoming a major con- predicted if the high school councern. Pulling a volunteer off a selors were aware of what kind
productive job at mid-tour .is un- of student succeeds at UNM, he
fair to the nation, the host coun- said.
Before the University College
try, the Peace Corps, and the inwas set up, entering students had
dividual.''
Peace Corps volunteers have to select their college. They often
lost about 60 deferment appeals chose the wrong one, and did bad·
before the three-man board since ly due to lack of interest or apti1960. Most of these have occurred tude. So the University College
was set up for entering students,
in the past year•
where
they can spend a minimum
A majority of Peace Corps vol- time before
entering a degree·
unteers are granted deferments granting college.
for two years of overseas duty
because their service is:· deemed
to their local boards to be "in
the national interest.''
However, some local Selective
Service boards refUse deferments
because Peace Corps service does
not relieve volunteers of their
draft obligations.
Vaughn said induction calls
also "disrupt the continuity of
carefully planned projects by
host-country governments who
also have invested a large amount
of time and money in the program.''

Corps Offers Aid
for Deferments

Listen to KUNM

What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar).
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
.because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
WALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
prot~st ~ecause The ~hancellor wouldn't allow the
publ~cat~on of certa~n salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl's Dormitory"
you just sat, didn't you?
. You've made a mockery of your
l~fe, Wallace Middendorpl
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand, Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
• ·
. Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. I1o these things,
SPRITE. SO .TART
and what big corporation is
AND TINGLINQ.,_.
going to hire you?
WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

Testing

New CoUilS.eling Plan

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS
''·

L

Our Seventy-First· Year of Editorial Freedom

WANT ADS

CHICKADEEu

criminal penalties for smoking while leavhig the marijuana law
pot are a deterrent to its use, alone.
said Giordano. He said that if ConUnder present laws a person
gress decides to lessen the penal- with mariJuana in his possession
ties, "the statistics on the use of is guilty of committing a felony
the drug will go right through the and may receive up. to 10 years in
roof.'' He; !l.<lded, "To say on the p;rison and a $20,000 fine for his
:fi!der~l levlll that we ·shouldn't first offense. Federal laws regardhave strong penalties for .pos~;~es- ing LSD now say that agents may
s'ion just doesn't· make snse· to do no more than seize a user's
me.''
·
supply of the drug.
Seve;ral .congressmen suggested
Both Goddard and Giordano
there was no need for the. commit- · ·agreed that LSD is far more
tee even to think about reducing dangerous than marijuana and
the penalties for possession of that efforts should be made to
marijuana. Rather, they said, Con- close the gap in the penalties
gress should be thinking about with respect to the two drugs.
making the penalties for possesAlthough Goddard refused to
sion of LSD much more severe, suggest what penalties shoul~ ap-

THE MADONNA, ONF} of the many art pieces that an international
committee is attempting to restore after the :recent floods in Italy,
stands amidst the mud and ruin caused by the heavy rains. A month·
long series of special events at UNM to benefit the Committee to
Rescue Italian Art will open Monday, Dec. 3 with a concert, art exhibit,
and movie, It will be free to the public but contributions will be
welcomed.

tute of Atmospheric Physics, will
speak on "UFO's: a Major Scientific Mystery.''
Besides making his own studies
of UFO's, Dr. McDonald has consulted with the staff of Project
Blue Book, the Air Force's official
UFO study, and has cooperated in
several university studies.
He appeared in June before the
Outer Space Affairs group of the
United Nations, urging immediate
attention to the issue. "It is my
present view, based on what I
believe to be sufficient scientific
consideration of alternative hypotheses, that the most probable
hypothesis to account for the
UIW phenomena is that these are
some type of surveillance probes
of extra-terrestrial origin," he
said.
D:r. McDonald has also · ad·
dressed the American Society of
Newspaper Editors and the American Meteorological Society. He
conferred recently with the Na•
tional Investigation Commission
on Aerial Phenomena, the largest
of a!l private organi:tations study·
ing UFO's.
Dr. McDonald has stressed the
importance of removing Whl\t he
calls the "ridicule lid" suppressing public repot·ting of UFO sight-

ings.
He will illustrate his talk with
slides. The event is open to the
public without charge as part of
the Newman Forum Series spon•
sored by local residents through
the Newman Club.

A film version of Shakespeare's
"The Winter's Tale," starring..,_
Laurence Harvey, will be presented in the Concert Hall Nov.
29 and Dec. 1 at 7:30 each night.
The color film presents in full
the production which highlighted
the 1966 Edinburgh Festival and
which audiences in London paid
top prices to see on the stage.
Appearing with Harvey, noted
for his shakespearean interpretations, will be Moira Redmond,
Jane Asher (Beatie Paul McCartney's girlfriend), Diana Churchill,
and Jim Dale.
"The Winter's Tale" has been
called one of the strangest and
most confusing of Shakespeare's
plays. This production makes a
fresh attempt to clarify the story
with a new interpretation directed
by Frank Dunlop.
The film is the third scheduled'"''
offet'ing on the Concert Hall's
Performing Arts Film Series. Admission is by subscriptionor single tickets, which are $1 for students and $2 for general admission.

Thorson Honored

Dr. James 'I'horson of the English department has been named
professor of the month . by Las
Campanas, junior women's honorary. The group honors a profes•
sor eaeh month during the aca•
demic year and chooses a professor of the year from among them
in the spring.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. o ST. lOUIS • NEWARK , LOS ANGEl"S
• • TAMPA • HOUSTON
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Hershey Seeks Non-Deferral for Protestors

By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Servil:e
WASHINGTON (CPS)-Selec.
tive Service Director Lewis B.
Hershey is recommending that
President Johnson issue an eXeCU·
tive order making it standard
procedure for disruptive antiwar
protestors to lose their draft deferments.
Although the proposed executive order has )lot been made public, its intenJ; rep'ortedly is to
"tighten ·up" sections of the draft
law which 'dtitline·when a Selective Service re~istrant should be
~eclared a ·''delinquent." Delinquents are reclassified' and placed
first in the order of call.
The proposal follows a letter
which Hershey sent to· local draft
boards in later October recommending that those who block entrances to army induction centers
or obstruct military recruitment
on campuses be drafted :first. If
the executive order is signed by
the President, this 'plan, which
now is only a suggestion by Hershey to local boards, will be clearly
spelled out as standard procedure.
An official at Selective Service
headquarters said the Hershey
proposal has been turned over to
the Bureau of the Budget-whel.'e
all proposed executive orders are
initially sent-and is now in the
... processing stages. The proposal is
now being reviewed by the Department of Justice p1•ior to being sent to the White House, he
said.
·
The Justice Department could
quickly end consideration of the
proposal by declaring it uncons·
titutional, Since Hershey's letter
to draft boards has been made
public, there have been numerous
charges that reclassifying protestors is a. violation of the First
Amendment to the Constitution.
A Selective Service spokesman
said, ''This office has received no
fol.'mal notice from the Attorney
General that this document (the
letter) is unconstitutional. Unless
we receive such a notice from the
Justice Department, we will hav,e
"' no further comment."
Hershey said his letter tu local
boards contains no new policies,
but is rather a recommendation
that the present draft law be
strictly enforced. The relevant section of the Selective Service Act
says those who "knowingly hinder

Organi%ed Group

U. Grad Students
Hold Discussions
·

1

Monday, November, 27, 1967

An independent group of UNM
graduate students have organized
an informal di$cussion group for
the benefit of all graduate stu·
dents at UNM.
Organized a month ago after
several graduate students felt
there was a need for an opportunity to get together with other
students, the group has held discussions after the Lawrence Ferlinghetti poetry reading and the
lecture by Bishop James Pike.
The group plans to hold another informal discussion in the
Newman Center after author
Mark Lane1s lecture oil Thursday
Nov, 30.
An organizational meeting will
be held on Sunday, Dec. 3, at 12
noon in the Newman Center to
discuss future plans o:f the organization.
Students who would like more
information about the group may
contact Tom . Kelley by calling
247-8909 or 277-5149.

Home Ec Club
The UNM Home Economics
Club will hold a reception for the
Danforth Evaluation Team on
Thursday, Nov. 30, in the Elizabeth Simpson room in· the home
ec building from 6 to 6 p.m. All
1undergraduate home economics
students are invited to attend.
Nickel in Stainless
The world's largest market for
nickel is in production of high
quality stainless steel, an esti~
mated 285 million pounds of
nickel going into the manufacture of the versatile alloy in
1966.

or interfere or attempt to do so
in any way by force or violence or
otherwise" with the Sele~;:tive
Servi~:e system should be declared
delinquents and fac!l penalties. or
reclassification. The proposed executive order presumably would
explain this section of the law
in more specific tel.'ms and !lrder
local draft boards to declare registrants delinquent ac<;ordingly,;
Hershey ,emphasizes that the
· e;Kisting dl.'aft law says deferments should be given only to individuals .who are acting in the
na,tional interest. He·. says t)lose
. who interfere with milital.'Y :re. cruitment are not acting in the
national interest.
The Selective Service director's
views have been sharply criticized
by scores of college newspapers,
clergymen, several Congressmen,
and numerous organizationa, including the American As:;Jociation
of University Professors and the

American Civil Liberties Union.
The Washington Post suggested
in a recent editorial that Hershey
should retire.
The fate of H!lrshey's p:ropo(;ed
executive order may weil be' Qll·
termined by what the Justice J?epartment decides. The Department ruled on a similar question
in January, 1966.
· ·
At that time, Assistant J\ttorney General Fred M. Vinson
Jr. said that "as a matter of
both law and policy, sanctions of
the Universal Military Training
and Service Act cannot be used in
any way to stifle constitutionally
protected expression of views.''
He said reclassification by the
Selective Service System could
not be used against demonstrators "where the conduct involved
is the expression of an opinion,
even if the method of expression
transgresses the law. If there is
no transgression, then no sane-

•
R
•
evleW
I
P
Ad Voca Led ··n Ar·t·tcle
Stat e

0 ICY

~·

New Mexico cout·ts must :retain the power to review judicial
decisions of administrative agencies in the proposed revision of
the state constitution, a UNM law
professor has warned.
Albert E. Utton, UNM associate professor of law, said the
courts must retain judichil review for legality "so that we can
have uniform principles of interpretation and to deter abuse of
administrative discretion."
Utton's article, "Constitutional
Limitations on the Exercise of
Judicial Functions by Administrative Agencies," appears in the
newly published quarterly edition
of "Natural Resources Journal."
The publication is the journal
of the UNM School of Law.
The Ne.w Mexico Constitution is
under study by a ··Constitutional
Revision Commission, established
by the legislature· in 1963, The
commission has now made two
comprehensive reports to the
legislature.
One portion of the commissions'
report, Article II, Section 17,
would subject to judicial l'eview
all quasi-judicial decisions of state
administrative agencies and commissions.
Utton noted that the proposed
provision is acceptable and necessary, but could be strengthened
and clarified by a few changes.
One change would be to remove
the word "quasi," since, Utton
noted, "we candidly admit that
administrative agencies exercise
judicial functions."
Instead, wrote Utton, the proposed constitutional change should
read: "Decisions made by administrative agencies and commissions pursuant to their judicial
powers are subject to judicial review."

Scandinavian Seminar

Studies Offered
In Four Countries
The Scandinavian Seminar is
now accepting applications for
study programs for college stu·
dents and graduates in Denmark
Finland, Norway, and Swede~
next year.
Students in the nine-month programs live for two to eight weeks
with a Scandinavian family and
study in a folk high school, a residential school fal.' young adults.
Students al.'e separated from
fellow Americans for the entire
year, except during periods of
intensive language instruction
and during the three general
courses conducted under supervi·
sian of the Seminar's American
di:r:ector.
Over 100 American colleges and
universities have given either partial or full credit for the Seminar
Year. Information is available
from Scandinavian Seminar, 140
West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019.

tion can be invoked. If there is a
;transgression, then the sanctions
which attach to it are all that
should be applied."
Vinson's opinion was handed
down after several draft boards
attempted to reclassify University of Michigan students )Vho
s'taged a sit-in at the Ann Arbor
draft office. The action by the
draft boards wae also ruled illegal
by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit. The juf!ges
held in a unanimous opinion that,
"It is not the function of local
boards in the Selective Service
System to punish registrants by
reclassifying them 1-A because
they p1·otested as they did over

Meeting Planned

New Faculty Club
Will Open March J
A Faculty Club at UNM is expected to begin operation on
Mal'ch 1, 1968.
Letters describing the club are

being
sentmeeting
out to of
eligible
hers. A
those mem·
who
· . want to join, tha election of of.
" . .
. · ; · .:fleers, and steps for incorporation
~h~s would except numster~al
will take place in early December.
decisiOns" that perhaps should not
·
.
be subject to judicial review,"
Joseph Frank! UNM English
Utton added. Such decisions are depar~ment chairman, .heads a
the construction of pal'king facil- co~m~ttee of th~ A"'!er1can Asities, location of highways or the . so~Jatwn. of. Umve1:s1ty Profesacct•editntion of schools.
SOI s, wh1ch. IS planmng t~e clu.b.
"The judicial power is the enFra~k sa1d th~ club, wh1ch w11;
th·e bundle of judicial functions," meet m what }S now. the ~hi
according to the author, "and ulti- Omega. house, w1ll prov1de an .mmately is the power to make the expensive, conven!ent '?eetmg
:final determination of lawfulness. P!ace f?r meals, social affa1rs, and
Therefore, if the legislature estab· dlscusswns.
"Mainly," said Dl.'. Frank, "It
. hes some administrative agen1IS
cies which exercise limited ad• will help to break down the curjudicatory functions that are sub- rent fragmentation of the uniject to judicial review, the doc- versity faculty, a fragmentation
trine of separation of powers is which many of us find a real detrinot offended •.• the final aecisions ment to an e~citing and non-inas to conclusional.'y facts should sular intellectual life at this university."
not be tak en f rom the courts.''
~-..:.-----------'-·
Utton is editor-in-chief of the ~~l1!f.li)llli;'i~l"::!i'il"::!i'i)l:SII~,ij
"Natural Resources Journal.'' ~
We Mail Ycur
·
~
Work in preparing each issue is ~
Overseas
l'l
done by a staff of students and m
Chrbtmas Gifts
~
a board of editors chaired by f.!
Fremont's
~·
thi:rd-year law student Ralph D. ~ -A specially Food Shop- l'l
Smith.
If<
ri. Coronado Center
298·5483 Ill
~
Incandescent Platinum
The first incandescent . lamp,
developed by Thomas A. Edison,
used platinum wires sealed in
glass as a conductor for.· the elec·
tricity. Platinum was used because its expansion from heat is
nearly the same as that of glass.

the government's involvement in
Vietnam."
'l'he Court also held that "it is
tli.e free expression of views on
· Issues of critical current national
· i\nportance that is jeopardi:l;ed.
·on·such topics perhaps more than
irlY other, it is imperative tha.t
the' public debate be full and that
'eilch segment of our society be
Jie\:mitted freely to express its
views. Thus the allegations of the
complaint in this case tl)at the
di·aft boards have unlawfully suppressed criticism must taKe precedence ovel.' a policy of nonin·
tervention in the affairs of the
Selective Service."
Since Hershey's letter to draft
boaTds was sent out, at 'leasftwo
students have said they :o/ere reclassified I-A as a result'··otth'eir
involvement in protes.~i>. ,llg~inJ;t
the war and the draft. · ·
A University of Utah student,
Henry Lowell Huey, lost his student deferment after participating in an anti-draft protest in
October. Huey and five other student were arrested a:s they attempted to block the doorway of
the Armed Services and Entrance
Exhmining Station in Salt Lake
City.' Utah Sta.te Draft Board Director Col. Evan Clay said Huey's
Ir-S deferment was discontinued
in accordance with Hershey's lettel.' .
In Tulsa, Oklahoma, John
Ratliss, a student at the University of Oklahoma, was :reclassified
I-A for alleged involvement in
Students for a Democratic Soc•
iety, a group that regularly protests the war and the draft. He
has been involved in anti-war demonstra.tions, but has never been
arrested.

q~

lltlli4lmaa@Wida

Come in ond select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding albums,
Peroan<:JI <:Jitenti<:Jn given every crder.
Our store offers the l<:~rgest selection
of Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
350 I lamas NE

255-4989

~~!:{~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~·~~-~·~-~·~·~~-~~~~~~~

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

'-·

298-1828
Childrent' Boob
Bargains

(IR)cONCERT HALL
AND
The Cultural Program Committee of the
Associated Students~ University of ·New Mexico
PRESENT

LAURENCE HARVEY
IN

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
BLACK COMEDY

7:1te Wi11tcr~ 7:nle ·
WliH

JANE ASHER
(of "Alfie")

JIM DALE
(of ''Georgy Girl")

*

*

DIANA CHURCHILL

ESMOND KNIGHT

MOIRA REDMOND

DAVID WESTON

PREMIERE NEW MEXICO PERFORMANCE
WED., NOV. 29-7:30 P.M.
FRI., DEC. 1-7:30 P.M.
Adults 2.00 or Subscrip+ion
Faculty- Staff 1.50
Students 1.00

'
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Under Milk Wood' Will Open HumbleOiiPresentsCargo~amesfl;~k'.
l-lere Dec. 8, Run For 6 Days ~!~gm~.:~~~~~"sco!o~wo~as~p~rne·- T~•.A2.~~0~ £~un~~
.

.

· A play that has seen grep.t 1:;;P.I!• and he t .
th
·dcess
as
a
concert-style
co
.....
~"y'
•
flaw.less
ssrtirnagnsd.
s
e~. htogether
in
rama a d h f
· "' ¥
oJ:
u
d
ft
. n . as .ailed nearlY' as de!lpair."
mor an
0 f .en will be the se~ond offerjng
H .. 11 t
.
·
0
the 1967-68 season at. R,ofifY Dyl:n~T~~~::~s ~~of.inion with
Gentle into thal'Good ~og~~taGndo
Theatre on: t~e UNM campus.
" In desc~lbmg Dylan Thomas' the story "A Ch'ld' ·ch .
. Under Milk Wood," Tom Calk· ill Walea:" '
I s
nstmas
ms, drama professor and the
The U .
.
· play's director, said that "fail- "Under MU~rsW'oo~;,odu~tion of
will open
ures h~ve happened when direc- Dec 8 and 1 ·
tors failed to recognize Thomas' and. 17 in fto~Y D;ch 9, 10, 1~, 16,
voc~bulary and artistry as his · . sales .1.1 b ey
eatre. shortly
Ticket
veh1cl
"
Wl
e announced
" e.
.
and
·
· . .
·
The script has often been im ~e~son sub~criptw_ns good on
1 arailable.
by little booklets in. the .
~~~~d.~ qf players and great static underwa C 1 • e 3;rge cast are
-~ISE~l~ys .of characters whol!e only are recei~inga ~~sf said.t Memberls
~O"Ilt;y; is the too-frequent I t
d'
rom wo exce.- ~hange t;~f light.'' .he said.
en recor Ings of the play, one
Calkins is convinced there is
. onl1 a handful of men in the history of English-speaking literature capable of giving Dylan
Thomas the introduction that he
deserves.
"One of them," he declares "is
Dylan Thomas and several othe~s
that are. Jo,ng since dead.'' "By
way 0 ~ r1skmg everything, it can
be sa1d that Thomas carefully
pampers each word as though it
were 'love' spelled another way,

~ampered

~eh:a~s~~= :: !~

given.
by the author and the other
h
n
,..yDnic~abrdd Burton.
e~cr1 e as a warmly funny
show, tile' play is situated in a
Ww.
, h!-!.Ishh Bto:wton, simila1• to one in
. , lC
ur n grew up. 'l'he personal lives of the inhabitants,
some of them returned from the
dead, take the various roles.
They are seen through the eyes
of ~he pivotal character, a blind
ret1red
f h' sea
· dcaptain sitting in front
o. Is wm ow and listening for
the sound of their footsteps as
they go aliout their daily lives.
T?is role is played by Fred
Braitsch, Albuquerque freshman,
who worked this past summer at
the Pasadena Play4ouse.
·

'f
biologist, has been appoi~ted by
sented
l'!lcently
to
UNM.
L
Gov. David Cargo to, a fourth
arry H. Byrd of Midland
te
h
Tex., . Humble Oil and Refinin~
rm on t e New Mexico State
Company's southwestern produc- ,Technical Radiation Advisory
tion division manager who made Council.
''
the pre~entation to UNM presiD F
dent Tom L. Popejoy, .said tha,t
r. .leek, ch!lirman of the bithe grant was for engineering at ology department, was ol,'iginally
UNM, It is part of *363,000 being sel!lcted for the committee in 1959
awa,rded by the Foundation this when it was established by Gov.
year to 89 in~titutions of higher .John Burroughs. His membel.'ship·
learning in the nation.
·
smce
has been re-afth•med by two
'l'he Humble Oil Foundation is
th
a. no!I-profit organization, . Parti- o . e'Mgo~ernors, Republican EdC!patmg companies in the Fourida~ion include Humble Oil - Refin- serving as chairman.
,...
mg Co., Humble Pipe Line Co,
Humble. Gas Transmission Co.:
The committee supervises the
Production Research Co.
. sources of radiation used in such
areas as industryand mediciniJ.

'·W·ho 'does ·he think he 'is
Patrick Henry?
'

Sunday Closing

c~~pb:ll. e~r.a'F1~~e~o':u~r?n~!.
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.Branch Bans Sale
Of Holiday Spirit
. Turner W. Branch, New MexIco dh·ector of liquor control, bas
announced that Christmas Eve
and New Year's Eve, which fall
on Sunday this year, must be
treated the same as any other
Sund!ly as far as the sale of al·
coholre beverages are concerned.
. The reasoning for this decision
IS based on Section 46-10-14.1 of
the New Mexico Statutel! Annotated which sets forth the legal
~ours of operation of premises
• licensed to sall alcoholic beverages.
. Another problem is that Secti!-'~ 46-10-11 of the NMSA prohibits the sale, service, .or consumption of alcoholic beverages
in public places on Sundays. Pri~
vate parties are pel.'missible
Branch said, as long as alcoholi~
beverages are not sold.

'
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-~. ·~
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ladies Going Nutty
On Fruit-Cake Sale

Horne economics studentll at
UNM are going nutty making 550
po'Unds of fruit cake.
But ~~}embers ..of Kappa Omi. cron l>h1, UNM home economics
honorary .and the UNM chapter
of the American Home Economics
Association ·have not gone oft'
half-baked.
,
Their cake-making is fqr a
fruitful cause. Proceeds from the
sale of the cakes will provide a
$100 scholarship for a deserving
senior student.
Cakes will be on sale in the
UNM home economics department
starting today. Hours of the sale
will be 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

You'd better believe it.
If only because he does. That's enough
For his countrymen: belief in him
And in Liberty.
The Spirit of '76 ... in '67
It won't take· him as long as it took us
To be heard;
·
To be listened to.
The t)nited Nations will see to that.
His vote, as big as ours
Or Russia's or Holland's will see to that.
Which was the whole idea in San Francisco
Wasn't it?
You, of all people, must believe it.
You are our life insurance.

Award-Winning Film
To Show on Nov. 29
Edinburgh F i I m Festival's
award-winning show, "The Winter's Tale" will be shown at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 29, th1·ough
Friday, Dec. 1, at the UNM' Concert Hall.
The rarely performed tragiccomedy by Shakespeare will be in
color and star Lawrence Harvey,
noted British actor, backed by a
cast of experienced players.
This iirst-run film is the third
on the current Perfor1ning ATts
Film Series fo:r 1967·68 sponsored
by the Concert Hall and the Cultural Committee of the UN.M as•
sociated Students.
, Tickets will be available at the
door with subscription rates listed at $6 with single admissions
at $2 with half-prices for students.
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The Rowan Column

LETTERS

TO THE

:

.EDITOR

Revolution.
Guest
may sweep across the t,a.'s lawn Industrial
speaker
will
be
Dr.
Robe:t:t
H.
-hose, nozzle, and all.
Hayseed,
professor
of
American
near Editor:
~ 1 ; 1~
The Young Americans for
We would like to congratulate . Patriotism will spark the gr~q~d political economy at the Weed
you nn~ _your 11tnff. for: slng;I!l- • swell of public indignatio~ Mon,- Center for Spiritual Discovery,
handedly causing the cancellat1~n 1 d~y by publ!cly dem?lis~mg "an . Wqfll, New Mexico.
_of Sig}na Tau's intend~~ 11erylce I antique w~avml? machme m front
1 14pple pie will be .served by my
project; As only you an~ : ~e . of the engJneermg Annex to s;y:ro- •mpt~er.
know, ·sigma Tau was to ~ost ~n , bolically start the reversal of., ~he
,
( J
RayCr.ain
open smoker to allow underclassmen and othen interested to ask
questions about the eng!neer!ng
profession and th~ engJ.neermg
curriculum at UNM of fellow students majoring the this field. Unfortunately, as it turned out, Sigma Tau had counted on the Lobo
to bring this opportunity to the
By GREG Ma(lALEESE
attention of the student body. Although three separate typewrit"..
..•
ten atticles were left with your
that
...
now
that
the
S!)Jith
VietOne
of
the
most
glaring
defistaff on three separate occasions
for publication in three issues of ciencies of the Viet Nam war is namese are beginning to fight
last week's Lobo, none were put that the United States lacks an again they'r~ messing up the war
into print-despite assurances to exciting, charismatic general a la effort . . . Gosh bless it, Mac,
Stonewall Jackson, Robert E. Lee, when will those people learn to
the contrary.
Black
Jack Pershing, Bull Halsey, keep their noses out of OUl' busiWhile the Lobo staff may be
ness? Ya know, they could mess
or
Douglas
MacArthur.
proud of their football prowess,
up a good thing. By the wny, Mac
Let's
face
it
•.•
Gen
Westmore.
we question their dedication to
.
, , I been wondering . . . when
is
not
about
to
tell
the
great
land
what is supposedly their stated
are.
you going to give me a g~o,d
white
father
of
our
country
where
objective-to present that which
is interesting, informative, and to· go or what to do with it. Per• script to read? Yeah, I know tts
perhaps even beneficial to the haps this is because Truman re• worl~ing ... Yeah, I kno'Y that. the
student body. We feel sure that lieved MacArthur of his command newspapermen are gettmg t1red
many students besides ourselves when the inevitable conflict be· of the same colorless stuff. But,
would be more interested in read- tween General ani! President OC• dammit Mac, I want a script that
has some meat to it. Lookit what
ing about what is going on, on curred during the early fifties.
old
Harry Stimpson did for
In
a
way
it
is
unfortunate,
this campus than what thriller is
Georgie
Patton and Doug MacLackluster
generals
make
very
playing at the Roxy.
Arthur.
They both had pretty
and
there
bad
news-paper
copy
Many ask why man can or will
good
acts.
Gosh, half the people in
seems
to
be
a
lack
of
public
senti·
not communicate meaningfully
the
United
States identified with
ment
favoring
Westmoreland
and
with his fellow man in a day when
old
Georgie
baby.''
or
any
of
his
cohorts.
communication should be absurdly easy. It is regretable how
* * *
* * *
The whole thing was getting so
"And why don't you give me a
much of the blame belongs to the
communications industry itself- bad that the other day I decided zappy slogan like Doug had • . .
be it television, radio, local news- to pay the General a social visit. why not, 'We shall return• ... The
Here's what happen~d • . .
people would love it. It sounds
papers, or the Lobo.
"Good
afternoon,
General
Westreal
catchy • • • and if it went
Sigma Tau
moreland. It's a pleasure meeting over vlell, maybe I could run for
you.''
president . , • gee, you could be
YAP to Demonstrate
!'Same here, kid. I'll be with my vice-president ••• what's that
you in just a minute • . • as soon Mac? •.• I better shut up or el11e
Dear Editor:
The Young Americans for Pa- as I get off the phone • . • Sorry, you'll make me go back over
triotism-YAP-will hold a pub- Mac, just another newspaper man there? Oh, God, Mac, you wouldn't
lic demonstration today to drama- trying to get some colorful story do that to me, would you? I'll
tize the need for recognition as a off me. Naw, don't worry, I'll tell shut up, don't worry • , • what's
campus organization. Until re- him: exactly what you told :me to that? •', • ,y. better, or else you'll
cently critics have contended that s~y to all the others ... you know, tell my wife about a certain
YAP sounds like a small barking how we're winning the war and young lady in Saigon? Okay, Mac,
dog. But the members of YAP how the South Vietnamese are you win, my lips are sealed :forprefer to be compared to the ag- -pulling their load, and all that ever.''
With that the General hung up
gressive man-eating yap trees of other crap ..• maybe if I keep rethe upper Amazon-trees whose peating the same thing over and and began to bawl like a baby ••.
over again, they'll get tired of it was so embarrassing that I
bite is worse than their bark.
asking
me all those stupid ques- had to leave. I still wonder who
One point in the YAP Code for
tions
•.
, say Mac ••• how is the this 'Mac' was. Whoever it was,
a Moral America is freedom for
war
going?"
he certainly knew an awful lot
the unemployed. Through the efHe turned and gave me a wink. • • • much more than he cared to
forts of technologies and a small
"Not too well, huh? What's tell.
but vocal group of troublemakers
who continually cry :for a minimum wage for all, there has been
such a growth of unemployment
that the nation has nearly reached the peril point. YAP is pleased
to see its philosophy promoted by
MONDAY; Panhellenio Council; Union
Wednes~ay night dance: Union Ball·
campus leaders such as David Council Room.; 3:30 p.m..:
•
d
room; s p.m.
College
ot
Nursing:
Union
23lE;
4
p.m.;
Foreman, who in The Lobo of
THURSDAY; Biology Department an
Student Standards. Union 231A : 4 p.m.;
Local Conservationi~ta: Union 231 ]).E:
Novemberd 20 pointed out the
Alph Kappa Lambda; Union 250-D;
11 :30 a.m.;
vicious nature of unemployment. 6<15 p.m.;
~reation Maion and Minon Lunch·
Town Club; Union doutmil Room; 6:30
eon; Union 231 A-0: 12:15 p.m.:
If the poor people of this country, p.m.;
.
Lobo Chriotlan FelloW!!hip; Union 253:
Town Club Pledges; Union 250·C ; 6 :30
through no fault of American so- p.m.;
.
.
12:30 p.m.;
Intramural Cheoa Toumament: Umon
ciety, are so poorly trained that
AlPha Kappa Lambda Alethlan•; Union
250 A-B, 6 p.m.:
they cannot or will not pull to- 250 B, 7 p.m. :
Spura: Union 25o ..c; 6 p.m.;
Phi Gamma Delta; Union N, Ballroom;
Mortar Board; Union 231 A: 6:30 J).n\.;
gether on the American team, 7 p.m.;
Associated Student.: Union 231 B·C
Phi Gamma Delta Pledges; Union 129; 8
then why can't they realize that p.m.;
p.m.
p.m.:
•o
the poor will always be with us no
SDS, Union 231D; 7 p.m.
Alpha l'>hi Omega: Union 231 E: 7 i•
matter how rich· we be'! And if
TUESDAY; Student-Faculty Lunehoon;
Duke City Debate Tournament; Umon
139 E&W; 11 :BO a.m.;
DalJroom : 8 p.m.
only they would settle for forty ·Union
Senate· Finan~e Coinmittee: Union CourtFRIDAY: Duke City Debate Touma•
ell
Room
;
2
:30
p.m.
;
or fifty cents an hour instead oi'
mcnt; Union; all day;
Junior
Pan
hellenic;
Union
250B:
3
:30
TGIF l'Ceord Hop, Union 129, 3 p.m. :
no job at all, then all would be p.m.
Financilll Planning and Retirement
happy.
Greek Week Committee; Union 250-A;
moctlng; Goology lectur.. hall: 7 p.m. ,.
7 p.m.
,
Foreign Film ; "Juliet of the Spirito,
Certainly some hard-working
WEDNESDAY; Lldin American Desk;
Union Theater: 7 alld 10 p.m.
teaching assistant could pay a Union 231·0; 12:30 p.m.;
SATURDAY; Duke Clly Dobate TournThe Forum, Union Theater; 3 p.m.
ament: Union i all day:
young man from the poor part of
AWS: Union 28l·A; 8 :80 p.m.;
UNM Regent!~; Union 231-A: 8:30 a.m.:
town to come and rake the leaves
Associated Student!~ Trerum~ers Seminar ;
Albuquerque Youth SJ'lnphony: Concert
Delta Sigma Pi; Union Council Room, 7 , Hall:
2 IM1h;
on the t.a.'s lawn, The young man Union
2SO·D; 7 p.m. ;
Saturday Film Fal'e; "The Sons ot Katie
might even earn bus fare to and
Delta Sil!lna Pi pledges: Union 250-A; 7
Elder" : Union Theater.
from the job, But no! The mini- n.m.:
SUNDAY ; Sigma Alpha Iota V espcrs :
NSA ; Union 253 : 7 p.m.
·
Fine Am Recital Hall: 4 p.m. :
mum wage prevents the thrifty
Ski Club: Union Theater; 7 p.m.:.
Alr>ha Phi Omega Pledges : Union 250-A :
.,The- Winter~s Tnlc. 11 with Lawrence
t.a. from getting hired help. And Harvey
li p.m.;
.
: Coneer~ Hall, 7 <110 p;m. :
Sunday Film Fare : "Son8 of :Katie E 1the leaves may be such a hazard
Student Senate; Union 250 n.c: 7 p,m,:
der,"': Union Thea~r:
Sandia Grotto; Union 231 D-E: 7 :ao
that a Marine Corps Fire Drill p.m.
Sigma Alphn rota Alumni; Ulllon 139-E;
;
5:30 p.m.

Lobo Goof
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By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-Politics, they say, is dirty business. It is also a
terribly human business where pride, envy, l'esentment and revenge
are forces that make some men and destroy others.
Put resentment and revenge high on the list of forces propelling
Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D., Minn.) on his recent. adventul·es against
the Johnson administration and its policies in Viet Nam.
Why would McCarthy deepen the political troubles of a President
who in 1964 listed the witty, professional Minnesotan as a potential
.._..,ice president 1
McCarthy recently told a group of anti-Viet Nam Democrats in
Minnesota that all be wants to do is force Mr. Johnson to listen to
liberals and change his policies in VietNam.
But some Democrats who have long been close to McCarthy say
that he is still embittered by the feeling that Mr. Johnson "used" him
in 1964. At that time the President was riding a wave of popularity;
he was the certain nominee for a presidential term in l1is own right;
and he was titillating a country rife with speculation as to whom he
would favor as his running mate.

* * * '

Mr. Johnson tipped a coquettish wand toward McCarthy one day, and
toward then-unsullied Sen. Thomas Dodd of Connecticut on another.
But the ultimate choice was the man most people figured it would
and should be: Hubert H. Humphrey, McCarthy's senior colleague in
the Senate.
McCarthy's intimates say he felt Mr. Johnson had made him a pawn
in a crass and callous gambit designed only to add excitement and
newsworthiness to what otherwise was a routine party conventi~n
procedure.
~-· Now wfth public confidence in Mr. Johnson at an all-time low and
the Vi;t Nam problem weighing more heavily every day, McCarthy
may indeed feel that he is achieving a pleasant measure of revenge.
But why embarrass Humphrey? Does McCarthy suddenly feel so
strongly about VietNam that he must heap troubles on an old friend
and mentor?
Mrs. Alpha Smaby, a leader in the Minnesota Conference of Concerned Democrates an anti-VietNam segment of Minnesota's Democratic-Farmer-Lab~r (DFLY Party, threw out "resentment'' as a
possible answer here.
"Sure we know it embarrasses Hubert," she told me, "but that doesn't
bother us. Hubert is doing some things in Minnesota that. we don't
like. For example, he sent one of his men to the DFL Central Committee meeting at Willmar with a resolution on Viet Nam. The
delegates were told, 'This is what you pass.' "
"Well, we resent Hubert doing that.''
Asked if McCarthy also had expressed· resentment, Mrs. Smaby
·said: "Well, he has made some dry, wry, sarcastic comments about
boss tactics.''
Mrs. Samby said McCarthy asked the Conference of Concerned
I'! Democrats not to embrace him. She describes McCarthy as "thoroughly enjoying what he is doing. But he is as certain as I am that Mr.
Johnson will get the Democratic nomination. It would take a major
miracle to stop him.
"We'll be lucky if We can get two anti-Viet Nam delegates on the
Minnesota contingent to the convention," she said by way of conceding
that Humphrey's supporters still control the DFL.
Then why would McCarthy .even consider entering presidential primaries if he is sure it is a losing cause ?
"Some primaries come ahead of ·the precinct caucuses," said Mrs.
Smaby. "If the primaries were to reveal a lot of oppositio~ to Mr.
Johnson, that would encourage Democrats who feel our Vtet Nam
policy is wrong to get like-thinking people out for the caucuses.')
So Gene McCarthy apparently would offer himself up as the finger
in the wind making an early test as to whether the major miracle
that would deny Mr. Johnson the nomination is something even to be
hoped for.
But is this explanation enough for McCarthy to commit what some
people think is }lolitical suicide?
":Well" said Mrs. Samby, "we keep hearing in Minnesota that he
. doesn't intend to run for re-election. He's ne\'er -said so, but rumors
• persist that Gene wants to go back to teaching.''

An Activist Replies· f I' ;~ 1l
~

D ear Ed1'tor:,

.~

lQue Pasa?·

l

Calling U

:Letters are welcome, and ·
should he no longer than 250
wordp typewritten, >lquble
spaced. Name, telepflone IIUin· '
ber and 11ddress must be included, although name ·Will be
withheld. upon re~~ueat.
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The Finger in fhe Wind
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First of all I feel I should ':rkspond on two counts to Mr. Kupikis1 letter of last week. The lfirst
baa to do with the retention of
my maiden name, and the second
with my being "duped" into •accepting my ·husband's politics
,, ~ ·
upon our marriage.
.
'L
Let me point out that the ··old
and barbaric custom of "ltiving
away" a daughter at a wedding
by the father of the bride is a
'male chauvinistic idea. Does he
.really own her? And of course the
bridegroom "accepts the prop. erty" ·ana this exchange is signi1 fi'ed by a woman taking the name
of her husband.
A woman is herself-she is not
an extension of her husband's personality. The use of my maiden
name is the result of my viewing
myself as an individual separate
and distinct from other · individuals. Let me also note th~t nobody "gave me away," as IllY husband and I wrote our own marriage ceremony, A wom~n m~st
view herself as a whole bemg
capable of creative thought and
action, not as an extension of her
father or husband.
The use of my maiden name
(even that term "maiden" smacks
of puritanism) is used for professional and legal purposes. I
am not ashamed of my husbandin fact the use of my family name
implies pride in myself as an individual. Perhaps someday we in
the U.S. will institute a new law
similar to those operating in
Scandinavia-that of u~ing either
name. The women may retain her
father's name, take her husband's
name, and vice-versa. The man
may take the woman's family
name. The choice should be just
that-a choice.
Second, as to my being duped.
. Let m.e point out that not only,.did
I know and agree with the polit·
ical, economic, and social views of
my husband, I was in fact a member of certain organizations long
before my husband was. It is despicable to assume simply that my
marriage was based on a basic
misunderstanding or lie. The fact
that you did so implies that you
are a male chauvinist and a liar.
.Not only do we share the same
political views but I am willing to
actively put myself on the line as
an individual. When I speak I
speak for myself; I am not parroting my husband's views. I will
not be submissive as the old-world
concept of the role of women de·
mands. I am an activist and a
socialist on my own right and
proud of it.
'
Martha Rotenberg

8 p.m. in Kiva

lawrence Fellow
Will Read Poetry
InChah'e~
U. Fall Festival
~

' Eaitor's . Note: This letter was : : ;
TrimlinsoJ;,
former
~ddressed to Lobo stalfel' G~eg J P, .. H.. Lawrence. fellow at UNM,
· MaeAleese, who was present at • :will, give: the final reading of this
the Young Republican rally last · .year's Fall Festival of the Spoken
.Wor4, tonight a~ 8 in t~e Kiva.
month. MacAleese's reply follows ,Admi~si9n is free,
.
.
Dr.
Redman's
letter.
'
Tomlinson,
a
reader
ip.
English
"'"
,at Bristol · University, B;ristol~
Dea.- Mr. MacAleese:
England, taught at UNM three
years ago, This is hi$ .first visit
:As Y~'\1 .have probably noted to Albuquerque since then, alfrQm the local press, I have con- though he has been a special lectinued to receive considerable turer at Colgate University,
comment referable to Mr. Cole- Hamilton, N.Y., this fall.
He bas published a number of
man's "napalm incident.''
poetry
books and his work has
I had hoped that the explana- appeared
several anthologies.
tion l had given would have His most in
recent
are "Seestopped this ridiculous spectacle, ing is Believing" books
(1958), "A Peobut such is not the case. That pled Landscape" (1963), and
being the case, I turn to you to "American Scenes~' ( 1966).
turn it off for me, if you will,
He is presently working on a
please, Perhaps these publicitynew
book of poems and has a set
seeking individuals will believe
of
translations
from Spanish
someone who is a journalist.
works soon to be released in EngWopld you please tell those land,
concerned that you were stand. ing right next to Mr. Coleman·
when he told me he knew the boy
In his photo had gasoline burns,
and the woman had shrapnel
wounds?
Once this fact is accepted by
the publicity-seekers, I believe
Two national scholarships for
even they will understand how I senior women are b~ing offered
made my original conclusion as a by the Katharine Gibbs School
result of what Mr. Coleman told for the '68-'69 school year.
me . . • that he knew the boy had
The scholarships were estabgasoline burns. I believe, further, lished in 1935 as a memorial to
that they will also agree that it Mrs. Katharine Gibbs, founder
was preposterous, to say the least, and first president of the school.
that Mr. Coleman would then set Each scholarship consists of full
out to "prove" that the burns tuition for the secretarial trainwere actually the result of napalm ing course, plus an additional
burns, having first told me he cash award of $500.
knew they were from gasoline,
Application blanks may be obI will appreciate your help in i;&ined by wdting to the Memorthis matter.
ial Scholarship Committee, KathJack C. Redman, M.D.
arine Gibbs Schooi, · 200 Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
.-;-
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Chakaa
Chakaa, junior men's honorat·y,
will meet Tuesday evening, Nov.
28 at 9:15 in room 253 of the
Union. Working at basketball
games and plans for th~ annual
spirit contest will be discussed.

Anthropology Club

From CciaJt to CoaJt .
the Leader in serving
the lflS'Irarice Needs
of College Men·
andWomen.,

The Anthropology Club will · ·.
meet. Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 7:30
p:m. in room 140 of· the anthropology building. ·The meeting is
to discuss• the Shalako Indian
dances at Zuni pueblo. New mem-..
hers are asked to attend and may
join by contracting· Lynn Sten·beck.
' ·

l&B

,; :

c

Fidelity Union Life

1' ' ~

"'
\
:.·

List~n 'to KUNM

Malcera of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

--------- .... ·-·

I

.~

j

Gibbs School Offers
Tuition Scholarships

*

In reply to Dr. Redman's let"ten I was covering· the ·Young
Republican rally Nov. 6 for The
Lobo. During the course of his
speech, Dr. Redman asked Mr.
Coleman to approach the speaker's stand. Mr. Coleman,. was
carrying a sign picturing a Vietnamese boy and woman alledgedly suffering from napalm burns.
Dr. Redman declared that the boy
actually was a gasoline burn victim and that the woman suffered
from shrapnel wounds. Mr. Coleman said, "I know. These people
are only being used as symbols in
our protest against Dow and
napalm.'' Two other reporters
were covering the rally and heard
Mr. Coleman say this; they were
Bill Hume of the- Albuquerque
Journal and Ed Pennybacker of
KQEO.
Greg MacAleese

-: Sports Coats GENUINE-SHEEPSKIN LINED
with large sheared "sheepsklh collar.
Warmest coal made for
Men- Women -Children

FREED CO.

Purses

Need Ideas for
Christmas?

..

Browse the Basket Shop!
We Pack

&

Two Locations

Shop
5318 Menaul
265-595

107 first NW

~.~~~~~~~~~---.--

BELLAS HESS
Gets Extra Credit's . • •
For 1-Stop Shopping
For 1-Stop Savings
·

at the

.

Bellas Hess Auto Service Center
LET US WINTERIZE YOUR CARWe will check your anti-freeze, check your thermostat, check your battery, check your brak~s . • • AND !et you
check the Bellas Hess pr1ces on Snow T1res and
other winter equipment for your car.
A ONE-STOP SAVINGS CENTER

. BiLtAsHcss .
....'OEPAITMENT STORE
'

..

I

••

·,

'·

.

'

F'OR QUALITY MERCHANDISE

'

L

Convenient corner Menaul & Carlisle
Shop Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 10-6

\j

·'

.

'

.

~

.,

·.~

',·_:.

As Rip Van Winkle failed to learn, there's a time and a place for sleeping. If you find
yourself nodding off at the wrong time or in the wrong place, reach for your No Doz.
(You do carry some with you at all times, ~on't you?~ A co~ple of..
NoDoz and you're with it ~gain. And NoDoz IS non hablt-formmg .....·
NoDoz. When you can't be caught napping.
··

THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU. HAVE TO STAY ALERT.

'

\

J

'
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U. Beer B:owl Bowl Set for Friday

The third annual UNM Beer close to student government say
Bowl is finally set for F:J;iday, the team is both weak-minded and
Dec, 1, at Zimmerman field. The weak-bodied and would have pre.
Lobo staff will be the host team ferred a formal debate over a
with Student Senate ae the chal- football game.
lenger.
The Lobo staff will hold one
Game time is 4 p.m. There is practice this week to brush up on
no admission charged for the the game plan for what is heraldyearly clash. The' first year the · ed as the "game of the year" on
two teams fought to a 12-12 tie the UNM campus.
and ~he legislators won the game
Senate reportedly has· hired offhandily a year ago.
duty campus policemen to patrol
The Lobo staff is 5-l on the while they' hold an ultra-secret
season after a 30-0 win over the practice session one day this week.
Albuquerque Journal yesterday. The first order of that session,
The Friday contest· will be the LObo sources say, will be for the
first game of the· year for the . majority of the senators to beelected student: government of- come acquainted with what to
ficials.
them is a foreign object-the footEven the mo.st co~servative of ball.
·
odds-makers rate the student
The Lobo staff squad seemed
newspapermen as two-touchdown more confident than ever of its
favorites over the senators who favorites role in the Beer Bowl
almost stalled their way out of after Sunday's game.
the annual matching.
The Lobo staff is headed by
Had it not been for pressure Greg MacAleese at quarterback.
from the constitutents of the gov- His , prime receivers are ends
ernment leaders, the game would Chuck Reynolds and Craig Guest.
have been doomed for 1967. The In the backfield with MacAleese is
Lobo issued the challenge well player-captain Nooley Reinheardt
over two months ago and Senate at tailback.
quickly accepted the bid, but never
The top two men on· the Lobo
... set to work on finding a satisfac- line 11re Bob Storey and Wayne
tory date for the contest.
Ciddio at the guard slots. A start:.
Little is known about the inex- ing center has not yet been deperienced : filenate team. Sources cided on. Candidates are Paul

Report
to your
local wing
commanderl

l'

JOSEPH ALARID

·.. :·He· .has .command
of a 172-jet fleet -and
the whole world of
TWA. He's waiting
to set you up for an
adventure-any place
in the U.S., Europe, Asia or Africa.
If you're shopping for facts and figures
or a 50/50 Club card, good for half fare
travel in the U.S., he's the man to see:
You know what they say about all work
and no play. So call Joe at 242-5540. And
start packing.

In the sports section of Wednesday's Lobo will be a com, plete rundown on basketball at
. UNM 1. including pictures, ~os
. ~ ters, and a g'eneral pros-pectus.
Also Wednesday the Lobo will
have' complete details on how
students can go about getting
tickets for home games.

~.....~~~
~~~\'<·
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King lost four of his starters
off last year's National Invita-

The Best Food

DENVER-Five Western Athletic Conference individual statis-

!!!!!!!!~!!!~~!~

tical more.
titles are
.have
decided
four
upbeen
:for grabs
as and
the·• . !l!!!!!!ln!!T!o!w!!n!ls!A!t
football season move~ into its last
week of regular season activity.
With :.Wyoming and New MexFlying Home for the Holidays?
ico comple~ing their seasons, Paul
Going Skiing? Taos? Red River?
Toscano and Vic Washington of
the Cowboys and Terry Stone and
For Reservations-Information-Tickets
Jose Casas of the Lobos wrapped
Your Travel Number Is·
· up conference statistical crownns.
Toscano has won the total of265-7611
fense title with 1915 yards, not
bad for someone who was suspect
before the season started. Washington has captured the punt reSERVICEiiilfl
turn crown with a record 565
yards. Stone is the league's passAlbuquerque, N.M.
1516 San Pedro NE
ing king with 1946 yards. Casas
owns the kickoff return championship with a record 602 yards.
Anderson Tops Rushing
There's a little guy from
Tempe who is so far out in front
in the rushing race that he could
have quit three weeks ago and
still won the title. He's Max Anderson, who has an outstanding
chance to break the conference
rushing record of 1149 yards by
Eldon Fortie of Brigham Young
in 1962.
Anderson, a 5'-8", 170-pound
fullback, has run for 1079 yards
in nine games and need-s just 70
yards Saturday to tie Fortie's
mark.
Races are still open in pass receiving, punting, interception returns, and scoring, with the latter
category the most unsettled.
DePoyster Leads Two
Wyoming kicker Jerry DePoysgc eNol~
ter is in front in both punting
and scoring, but must watch from
the sidelines as players from Arizona, Arizona State, and Utah
threaten his marks.
presents the essentials of entire courses in
DePoyster has a .2.4-inch per
punt lead in punting over Ari·
capsule form.
zona's John .Ray, who last year
was kicking for Sigma Nu fratePerfect for learning and reviewing ••• truly the
rnity. DePoyster has kicked 62
"Student's Private Tufor. u
times :for a 41.7-yard average.·
Ray, who missed last week's
game with the Air Force with a
concussion, is at 41.5, not including his Saturday totals aaginst
ASU.
Anderson, teammate J. D. Hill,
Get An Outline lor Each One of Your Subjects.
and Utah's Charlie Smith all are
vying for the scoring title. DePoyster now leads with 66 points,
Anderson has 60, Hill 58, and
Smith 56. Smith has two games
to play, one at Hawaii, while
Anderson and Hill completed their
seasons last Saturday.

.........

account by calling 298-

1831, Ext. 210.

.•
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The UNM south golf course has ,
been rated one of the 200 toughest ; :
golf courses in the United> States
in an annual poll by Golf Digest
magazine.
The south links has not been
open a year yet.· The old north
course, now giving away to the
UNM medical school, was often
listed among the 200 roughest.
The south course is open Tuesday through Sunday for public
play.

~~

Addreu ..... , •........ ~···Age

II<Ser••iee mark owned 4!Xeluolvely by T••an• World AlrllnH, Ine.

u.·s South Course·~'
Rated in Tou9;hest,
.,

year's freshman team to crack
the 1-man roster is Ron Becker,
another New Mexico product
from Roswell. He will be a certain starter at a guard post along
with Nelson.
' · King likes to have eight players
atop his list every year that form
the nucleus of his ball club. In
addition to the three already mentioned, the others will ·probably

be junior college transfer Greg
Howard, juniors Steve Shropshire, Howie Grimes, and Leonard
Lopez and Keith ·Griffith, the
other player off last season's
Wolfpup team.

Siltzmarker Meeting
.Is Sign-Up Deadline

The Sitzmarkers Ski Club will
meet tomorrow night at 7: 30 at
the Western Skies motel on east
Central Ave. The meeting is the
last opportunity to sign up for the
season's first big weekend skitrip to Purgatory, Colorado, slated.
for· Dec. 1-3.
•
Cost for the trip is $35, which
include:;~ round-trip transportation, two nights' lodging at the
Strater Hotel in Durango, three
meals, ali-day lift tickets for Saturday and Sunday, and a Saturday night party at the Strater.
Information on the trip will be
available at the meeting tomorrow
night. Interested persons may also
call Bill Curry at 255-4231.
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Looking for
the Perfect Place
after the
Perfect Date?

Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the information.------------.
needed to establish an Name ....... ' .. · " .... " .. Phane """

•••the all-jet airline

J
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Stone, Cosos Win
WAC Stot Titles

tiona! Tournament team-AllAmerican Mel Daniels, Bill Morgan, Ben Monroe, and Don
Hoover.
Ron Nelson of Artesia is the
only starter returning to the
squad. He is a guard. Ron Sanford, 6' 8" center who played behind Daniels, is the other returnee
'who saw much action a year ago.
· One of two players off last

The Lobo basketball team opens
the 1967-68 season on the .~oad
Friday Dec. 1, against the Uniyersity of Oregon. Then Saturday
night Coach Bob King and: his
young team will travel to Se~ttie
University for their second ~~~me.
The first home game will : be
Dec. 6. against Pepperdine. T.:C~as
Tech is an away game Dec 9; and
then the Lobos are home in the
14,800-seat University Arena for
eight games, including the Lobo
Invitational, through Jan. 3.

member and one collegian will be
put on a team for the event.
They will play one ball between
tlie'm for the tourney. When all
the' ·twosomes are finished with
~l!lYi the school winner will be
determined.
. Tlie idea for the matches came
froid the annual varsity-faculty
'matches held each year in Loboland.
, The play in Las Cruces will
also give the Lobos an extra look
at the State course before the
NMSU Invitational next spring
and the NCAA championships.

Instant Credit available to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed!

Welcome
to the world of
·TransWorld Airlines·
•

At least two dozen UNM golf
team members and faculty representatives will meet the New Mexico State University golfers and
staff in an unusual tournament
Dec. 9 on the Aggie golf course,
The al'!'angements for the 18hole affair were made by UNM
pro Dick McGuire, Herb Wim·
berly, NMS pro, and Guido Pau~,
president of the UNM athllltlc
council.
Eiiiler 12 or 14 staff members
will go from UNM, with McGuire
taking an equal number of his
golf team members. One faculty
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Lobo Basketball Team to Open Season Friday

For UNM-NMSU 18-Hole Tourney

assoeiated students.
bookstore

P. S. Attention College Bands, Combos, Vocal Groups. Don't
forget the National Championships at the 1968 Intercollegiate
Jazz Festival sponsored by TWA. For information writ.e: JJF',
Box 246, Miami Beach, Florida 33139,

I

Slack, Tom Garcia, and Bill Sui!ivan, All three will see action in
the game.
The only place the Lobo lacks
depth is at quarterback and MacAleese will go all the waY the).'~.
Others who will st:e action are
Jerry Roehl, Bob Pauley, and
Chuck Noland.
The Senate roster will be printed along wit_h the con;'plete Lobo
roster ;1t Jmd-week-Jf the se.nators ha~e talked. en?ugh fellow
members mto playmg m the game.
The g~~e Js often rough, but
only one lDJUry has f.een rer,o!ted.
Tw? years ago the -b~tal JOUrnabsts. s~nt :rom Po~eJOY Jr, to
the hosp1tal 1n the m1ddle of the
game.

Golf Team Members, Staff Prepare

PiJetMUJ6
COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

TWA Campus Repr~sentative

)
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SOUTHWEST
EUCTIIC SHAVEI SEIYICI
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANO
. UGHTER REPAIR
200 TttiiD NW
247-8219

TJIE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
1967·68 VARSITY
BASKETBALL SCHEPULE
Pee. 1-0regon
Away
Dec. 2-Seattle
Away
Dee. 6-Pcpperdine
Home
Pee. 9-Texas Tech
Away
Dec, 13-West Texas State
Jlome
Dec. 16-Univ. of Jlawaii
· . Home
Home
Dec, 18-Loyola of ;L.A.
Pee. 22-Creighton
Home
Home
Dec. 27-Lobo lnvitational
(Gonzaga, San Jose, Rhode Island, UNM)
·
Home
Pee, 28-:Lobo Invitational
Losers vs. Losers
Winn.era vs .. Winners
Jan. 1-Denvef
.
Home
Jan. 3-Ah' Force Aeademy
Home
Jan. 6-New Mexico State; '
Away
Jan. 13-Wyoming*
Home
Jan. 18-Utah* ·
Home
Jan. 20-Brighnm. Young*
Home
Feb. 2--;Arizona Sta~•.
Away
Away
Feb. 3-Ar"izona*
Holne
, Feb, 7-New Mexico State
Home
Feb. 10-UTEP
Away
Feb. JG~Brigham Yoqrlli*
Feb. 17-Utall*
Away
. , ,.
Home
Feb. 22-Arizopa•
Home
Feb. 24-'-ArizoJia Stat..
Mar. 1-Wyominc•
Away
Away
Mar. 2-Denver
*Western Athletic Conference Games

THE STUDENTS
.WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING '.
Coin·op Dry·Cieaning
and Laundry
Open B AM·B PM
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

'

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a "park-in?"

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

'

.,

i

t',I"

••

·,.

Weare
looking
for

Chemical and
Mechanical
Engineers
to fill challenging career positions in
the petroleum industry.
If you are genuinely Interested in starting

your career with a dynamic, expanding
petroleum company, come in and talk to
us at Atlantic Richfield.
Our representative will be on campus
to interview interested candidates from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday,
November 29, in the Placement Office.

AtlanticRichfieldCompany
An equal opportunity employer

Mond._y, November, 27,1967
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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New President Introduces
Changes to Berecl College
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(he has be~Jn' on campus since
August), he admitted that BerE:a's
non-denominational Christian education and cooperative w!lrk pro.
grams face· something of a crisia.
"Appalachia • is changing," he
said, "and the school has got to
change with it."
.
This was., perhaps, the meaning
behind an address to students and
faculty by Pr. John T. Rule, dean
emeritus of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, where he
outlined the breakdown of the
tradition of rural life that has
governed America since its
founding,
"Change is everywhere," Dr.
Rule said, and even as he spoke
President Weatherford revealed
that high-level admini~>trators are
already planning what course
Berea shall take as Appalachia
slowly changes too.
The president suggested that
one change might come in the student industries which are now
largely devoted to the old mountain crafts such as weaving, basket-making and the like. The
goods are sold on campus at the
student-run Boone Tavern and
other shops, but they are in little
demand except as novelties.
Berea will not, however, drop
its cooperative work program, Dr.
Weatherford said, even if some
modifications in the type of work
done are found necessary.
The closeness of this student
body of 1668 is amazing to anyone familiar with the modern
multiversity. Students are friendly-speaking to complete strangers as if they were old friends
and feel a great tie to the college.
An alumni official said that
former students seldom send their
children back to Berea because
they are often so successful that
their children do not meet the
school's financial need qualification.
But alumni remain close to their
school and there is something of
a cult to which only Berea graduates can belong. Everywhere on
the campus is evidence of alumni
gifts and these gifts make up the
bulk of the college's budget since

•

Under New Ownership

24 Hr. Service when Requested

3 BLOCKS .tlNM. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
beamed ceilings, fireplace, paneled atudy,
gii!'Bi:e. $18,760. Phone 256·2G06. 11/

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, IIIII
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and deliv.,.Y. Open until 8
p.m. 11n Monday & thuncbiy. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243·0588.

f

All Jypes of
Dry Cleaning

111 Horvard SE

De:> You Want To Be Just a Number
or an ENGINEER?
UOP offers unlimited opportunities for

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIO POSTEllS & BUTTONS. It we
don't have them, then you don't want
them, Send for samples and list. lilA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4809
E, Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 8022~
HELP WANTED
PAli.T TIME employee for 20 hr. per
week job. UNM student, must be at
leAst & Junior ph!fSics or math mtdor
and have computer programming ex•
perlcnce. .Call Quantum Systems, lnc,
268·0733. 11/22'27.
FOR RENT
ROOMS for rent, $30 Per month. Close
to camplls, Males onlY, 424 Sycamore
NE. Phone 842-1824. Call or see after
4 p.m. 11/22-30.

LOST

At UOP you will be an engineer, and not a mere payroll number,

?s UOP has always been recognized as an organization employ·
1ng only outstanding Chemical Engineers who use their education
and background in the areas of Research, Development, Engineer·
ing, Design, Marketing, and Technical Services for the Petroleum
and Petro-Chemical Industries. UOP is an international organization, which means you will also be given the opportunity to enjoy
foreign travel.
YOU OWE li TO YOURSELF to find out more about the challenging opportunities that await you at UOP.
Visit with the UOP representative at your Placement Office on
November 28, 1967.
DON'T WAIT , .. SIGN

l•t~IFAJ

OJAMOND whJte gold engagement ring,
~~~ or around the Language Lab. R!!·
ward. PIMse call 255·7485, 11/22·30.

UP NOW!

UNIVERSAl Clll PRODUCTS COMPAI'IIV
30 ALGONQUIN !lOAD • DES PUIINES,

lL~INbtS

60016

An .tqu1f OIJporlurl/ty Emtifoyer ·

'."',..
··c.·'"-'"'~~·-------

USED
NEW
•
great sav1ngs

THE BOOKCASE
2608 CENTRAL SE
··-- .
·--
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~INA Football Sweepstakes

II
I

1

1 say·--..:=:-;::7.:c::"7=:-::::::-;=;:-;;;m-;=;---Will come out on top.
(Write in the team you think will win)

The final score will b e - - - ' The Winning team will make----·flrst dowQs.
Name-----------------'Ciass of--College or u n i v e r s i t Y - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - -

Myaddress•------------------Send it off. Nobody will bug you.

. ,. '
~

'

~.'

.- . -.

;

.,'

,.

3 days and 4 nights at the Festival of Roses.
All expenses paid, including air fare round trip,
hotel, meals, sight-seeing and evening entertainment. Studio tours. Nothing to buy. No strings.
Runners-up win suit travel bags.
Just pick the winning team in the game listed
below. Fill in the coupon and complete the tie
breakers. And mail your entry. Read the contest
rules and be sure to follow them.

FLORIDA vs. MIAMI (Sat., Dee. 9)
There must be a catch? None at all. We're
sponsoring this contest in return for letting us tell
you about opportunities at INA-lnsurance Company of North America. No one will bug you.
That's a promise.
This isn't the way most companies go about
college recruiting. But then we're not like most
companies.
Official Rules
J, complete entry blank or facsimile by indicating winner
or tie. Also predict final score and number of first downs
of winning team.
Entries must be postmarked by Friday before game,
received by Friday after game.
3. Five winners per school will be determined each week
in random drawings from among all correctly answered
entries. In the event that there are no correct entries
winners will be determined by random drawings from
among all entries received.
4. All winners will be included in final sweepstakes In
whlc~ 25 winners of trips for two persons will be de·
termmed by random drawings. (All judging is being done
by an independent judging organization.)
.
S. Contest is for full-time undergraduates and graduate
students of the school where this hewspaper Is distrlb·
uted except employees of INA and their families.
"6~ Winners will be notified by mail. For complete list of
wmners, send stamped, self•addressed envelope with
your entry.
7, Void where prohibited. All federal state and local
regulations apply.
'

e.

Insurance Colhpany of North America
The company that brings you NCAA Football on TV
every Saturdny

'
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

17-27.

(

Let 111 Do It,
and save money
with Discount Card

lll LAUNDRY &DRY
CLEANING SERVICE

1934 after 3 :30 p.m.

E~ICO

1,,

•

Wednesday, November 29, 1967

--------·----------------~---

Thief Tokes $5~ J1i
From Cosh Boxe~1 ·
In U. Concert Holf

·usten to KUNM

"If your clothts are becominiJ Ia you, they should
be coming to us."

CLASSIFIED Al>VERTISING RATES:
i lllle ad., SG'-' tim•, $2.00, Imertlona
mUit be submitted hl' noon on daY before
publication to Room 159, Student Publl~·
tlon1 BllfldfDJ', or telephone 277-4002 or
277-410%.
FOR SALE
STUDENTS looking for & car from '100.
to $2000. any make. For the lowest
price~~ in town call Lanny Corter, .:!98·

----------------------

Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

James Dines, UNM junior, was
elected president of the Intermountain Association of College
and University Residence Halls
at the Association meeting recently.
Dines is a student senator; a
member of Chakaa, junior men's
honorary; president of the UNM
Residence Halls Council; a student member of the University
Hous~ng Committee; and a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
Ann Lichtenberger, also a junior at UNM, was elected secretary-treasurer of the Association.
Dines annd Miss Lichtenberger
hold two of the group's top six
offices, Lawrence Lomako, personnel coordinator at UNM, is
regional advisor for the Association.
The group is comprised of 14
member schools from Wyoming,
New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado,
and Utah.
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U. Junior to Head
Area Dorm Group

Shirts Finished
To Please You

v, 7/1"> {39]
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Our Seventy .. First Year of Editorial Freedom

James Dines

Your Laundry?

WANT ADS
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it receives no support fr!lm any,
denomination.
Part of the. spirit of Berea .pre•
served among graauates is tile :
opportunity it bas· given many i
Appalachians to .escape the pov~ ·
erty of the area.
Of the class of 1967, some 37
per cent are either in teaching or ·
nursing-many of them in A-ppalachia-aJJd another 28 per cent
in graduate schools.
"My son is going to Yate," said
one fur-clade alumni back for the
Weatherford inaugural, "and I
doubt he .could have ever appre.
ciated Berea. But for me , . , well,
I came from the North Carolina
mountains and Berea was the
chance of a lifetime,"

Too Busy for

IP~'3Q!w

Subscription Rates- ·$4.50 per year.
$2.25 per semester

I

BEREA, Ky. (CPS)-Beria College sits peacefully atop a ridge
of the Appalachian foothills and
on a fall day the tree-shaded camJ?US looks every bit the picture of
tranquility'. ' ' · · ·
But the ser~nity the campus
portrays on!a poet card picture is
deceiving• .:Bere~, is' a unique and
, dynamic school, In fact, on one
day last month the campus fairly
bounced.
'
There was square-dancing on
the lawn, displays of mountain
crafts in the women's gym, and a
full house at the famous Boone
Tavern Hotel, 1 ·
Berea was delebrating the inauguration of a new president
and wondering about its future.
This is a school that for 112
years has devoted itself to the
service of the Southern Ap.pala·
chian region. Ninety per cent of
its students come from the 230
counties in eight states that comprise the region.
Berea also is unique because
of its emphasis on "cooperative
work." Every student spends at
least 10 hours a week working in
one of the student industries.
The money they earn helps pay
the cost of a year's education
which is estimated at about $650
a year i)er student in room, board,
and other fees. There is no tuition
but students must demonstrate
some financial need to be admitted
to the college.
Since its founding in 1855 by
three abolitionists - John Fee,
Cassium M. Clay, and J.A.R.
Rogers-Berea has had as its
motto, ''God hatli made of one
blood all nations of men." Accordingly, all students who could
meet the admissions requirements
were admitted regardless of race
or beliefs. In a typical class, about
30 per cent of the non-Appalachian students are foreigners.
Berea is run much like a big
family, and faculty and student
grievances are hard to find. One
bearded student reinarked that,
"If something bothers you, you
just go find an administratoreven the president-to gripe to.
Chances are something will be
done."
The administration of the college has also been close knit. Sons
often succeed fathers on the
Board of Trustees and one sonFrancis J. Hutchins-even succeeded his father-William J.as president in 1939.
So when Dr. Hutchins retired
in 1966, the school did not have to
look far for its new president,
Willis D. Weatherford Jr., the
dean at Carleton College and son
of an honorary trustee.
Even as Dr. Weatherford ·Prepared for his formal inaugural

lB7Z· 7~7 .

A nervy thief, using a "one-ina-million" chance, slipped tllrough
a long corridor leadin~ to the
UNM Concert Hall box office at 3
p.m. yesterday and stole $51 from
two cash drawers.
C<1shier Mrs. W. s. Rundell, 56,
of 3402 Mackland, reported to
UNM police that while she had
walked across the hall from the
box office to tell Concert Hall Di·
rector William H. Martin that
there was a telephone call for
him, someone entered the office
and rifled the drawers.
Mrs. Rundell said that as she
was walking back to the box office she saw a man about 5'8"
tall running down the box office
corridor.
She said the man, who was
wearing a black leather jacket and
had a black crew cut, ran out of
the hall, across the foyer, past
the cashier's window and out of
the Fine Arts Building,
Mrs. Rundell said she yelled at
him to come back, but · he continued to run south on Cornell ·
toward Central. A UNM police
unit was in tlle Fine Arts parking lot at the time of the theft,
but the man got away before
headquarters could radio the unit.
Martin said the till tap was a
"one in a million" occurrence, because usually the thief would
have had to walk paat three people at deska facing the corridor
before getting to the box office.
"There is usually always someone in those offices or in the cashier's cage," said Mattin. The boxes in the cages are kept unlocked
because they are used so frequently, he said.

Art Museum Gets
Pena Oil Painting
"The Forest of Fontainebleau/'
a 19th-century oil painting by
Diaz de la Pena, has been loaned
to the UNM Art Museum.
Museum Director Robert 0.
Parks announced the pairtting has
been loaned by Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Michel of Winnetka, Ill.
Michel is a trustee of Smith College, where Parks formerly was
museum director and a professor
of art.

..
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LAWRENCE HARVEY
is shown in a scene from Shakespeare's
lusty tragi-comedy "The Winter's Tale" to be presented in the Concert Ha11 Nov. 29-Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. The comedy is as modem ,as
today even though it was written centuries ago. The dialogue crackles
with the humor and sadrie touch of the greatest dramatist of all
time, William Shakespeare. Also featured in the eolor film are Jane
Asher ("Alfie") and Diana Churchill. Tickets are on sale in the Concert Hall box office for $2 general admission and $1 fo~: UNM students.

UFO's Not NonSense
The UFO problem is often misconceived by crackpots and is far
from being, nonsense, said Dr.
James McDonald to a crowd of
1300 in the Concert Hall last
night.
The problem is of extraordinary
scientific importanee and is a serious problem which people seem
to ignore, McDonald said. "We
have neglected, overlooked, and
ridiculed the problem," he said.
A senior physicist for. the Institute of Atmospheric Physics
and a professor for the Meteor!liogy department at the University of Arizona, Dr. McDonald
said you should judge the problem
by looking at the facts. "Don't
take my word," he said, "look at
the facts yourself.''
·

He said that he had spent a
great deal of time interviewing
250 witnesses and AiF Fore¢ personnel in reaching his conclusions
concerning the authenticity of the
sightings.
McDonald noted the Roberson
Panel, established in January
1953, examined the evidence of
UFO's and concluded that there
was no evidence of hostility.
He presented several different
cases· of UFO sightings and presented slides which he believei:l
to be authentic and not "fakes."
He noted the New York City
sighting of Nov. 22, 1966 and·said
that eight witnesses saw an object
hovering over the United Nations
building during the late afternoon. This case was never inves-

tigated and is not in Air Force
files, he said.
He presented the evidence of
sightings in Trinidad, Colo. in
March 11}66 where two egg-shaped
objects were spotted by ten witnesses and noted the sighting of
another UFO in California in
July of 1952 when eight witnesses
saw the object split into seven
discs and form a V·shaped formation.
More than 1,000 cases are on
file with the Air Force, he said,
and many foreign cases are not
clearly known. The evidence is
overwhelming and there are
many unrecorded sightings, he
said,
McDonald lecture was part of
this year's Newman Forum.

Folk Singer Pete Seeger to Perform
In Thursday Concert Hall Program
.

Famed folksinger Pete Seeger
will perform tomorrow night at
'
8:15 in the UNM Concert Hall.
Proceeds from the concert will go
to the New :Mexico Civil Liberties
,,
Union.
General admission tickets are
$3 and $2, with half-price student
discounts, and are still available
at the Concert Hall box of!iee, or
at the Union ticket booth.
Paul Phillips, chairman of the
local affiliate of the NMCLU, said
proceeds from the concert will be
used by the NMCLU to defraY
their mounting legal, legislative,
and educational costs.
Phillips called Seeger one of
the ACLU's best friends. He said
Seeger's association with the
ACLU dates from the early
1960's, when he successfully ap~
pealed convictions on ten counts
of contempt of Congl'e!lS.
Seeger, who has l.'ecorded more
than sixty albums on Columbia,
W AlUtEN BETHEL, on left, is shown discussing his 194 7 sighting Folkways, and other labels, will
of a group of UFO's with Dr. James McDoMld, an authority on perform many of the songs he
UFO's and a professor of meteorology at the. University of Arizona. has collected on his world tours.
Seegei' has developed quite a
Re1)0rting the sighting for the first time!, Bethel said he spotted . the
group of UFO's while flyin.g. Dr. McDonuld spoke to a crowd of 1300 !tame in the music business. In
1950 he organized the Weavers,
in the Concert Hall last night.
>-! . ,-~ "

the quartet that first brought folk
music into wide popularity in this
country.
Until their breakup in 1960,
the group recorded such hits as
"Kisses Sweeter than Wine," "If
I Had a Hammer," and "Goodnight, Irene," the first two written by Seeger himself.
Seeger is also well-known for
his banjo arrangements of classical themes in the "Goofing-Off
Suite.''

Latins Dance, Offer"
language for Lunch
Danc:e lessons in Latin rhythms
and .the Language for It.uneh
Bunch are two :free activities
sponsored by Latin Americnn
Dealt.
The Rhumba, Bossa Nova, and
Merengue will be taught at Johnson Gym, room 184 on Friday,
Dec. 1, from 7 to 9 p.m. Students
should use the rtortheast entrance.
The Language for Lunch nunch
meets today from 12:30 to 1:30
p.m. at the Union, 1'oom 253.
'
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UNM Poet Blum
Will Lead Forum .
The bearded unwashed of
Haight Ashbury are not dropping
out, instead they are dropping in
and becoming dependent on 'SOciety, says UNM student-poet
Mark Blum.
Blum, a graduate student in
English and self-styled poet, will
be one of three panelists on this
semester's second 'Forum at 3
p.m. today in the Union Theater.
Blum said he wanted first to de·
fine what dropping out was. He
said he has lived in San Francisco and has good friends in New
York nnd in the so-called "hippie" colonies of El Rito, Santa
Fe, and Taos in northern New
Mexico.
Dropping out is not just quitting everything, going to San
Francisco, and sitting around taking dope," he said. Dropping-out
means the individual must make
up his mind that he cannot in
good conscience exist in society
as it is and must try to find his
own society. Those who drop out
own their own land, have their
own shelter, and raise their o~
food in an attempt to get closer
to nature, he said.
Appearing with Blum on today's program will be Dr. Paul
Schmidt of the U)31 philosuphy
department and Dr. Bainbridge
Bunting of the VNM fine art<:
tmrtment.
Perky Perkins, Chairman of
the Forum, said, "It is hoped that
this presentation and the en~uing
discussion will illuminate the
concept of dropping out altd will
more sharply define the motivations and attitudes of those who
contemplate dropping out or have
already done so.''
The Forum is open to all students.
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